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1. in Michael Lund's elements of conflict prevention planning, ______ is the first step to 
take.

     	      Response Identification

     	--->> Conflict Diagnosis

     	      Monitoring and Evaluation

     	      implementation

2. Which of the following is not a component of value in interparty conflcit situation?

     	      family identity

     	      belief system

     	--->> land ownership

     	      cultural heritage

3. The International Peace Research Association was founded in _____ in 1964.

     	      New York

     	--->> Copenhagen

     	      Cape Town

     	      London

4. The Gulf War and the wars in the territory of former _______ had significantly 
influenced the study of peace education.

     	--->> Ugoslavia

     	      Europe

     	      Greece

     	      China

5. Which of the following is not an advantage of ADR?
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     	      It does not consume much time as much as litigation

     	--->> It influences conflict reescalation

     	      It is more cost effective

     	      It tends to promote a win-win outcome

6. In the communication process, the sender is the _____.

     	--->> encoder

     	      decoder

     	      umpire

     	      determinant of the outcome

7. _______ is the outcome of a dynamic process of changes in the contents and 
methods of teaching and learning for better conditions of human living.

     	      war studies

     	      Conflict mapping

     	      conflict analysis

     	--->> peace education

8. ____ is the subjective understanding of situation ornpersons.

     	      Socialisation

     	      Conflict analysis

     	--->> Perception

     	      ideology

9. PEC is an acronym for _____

     	      Peace Education Council

     	      Peaceful Election Congress

     	--->> Peace Education Commission

     	      Peace Education Congress
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10. _____ was not a common cause of conflict in traditional African society.

     	      Land dispute

     	--->> Religious discrimination

     	      Chieftancy matters

     	      marital issues
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